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Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from that of the others.
Question 1. A. climatic

B. collective

C. abundant

D. regional

Question 2. A. consequenceB. museum

C. influence

D. hurricane

Question 3. A. secretary B. agriculture

C. electronic

D. temporary

Choose the best option to complete each of the following sentences
Question 4. They had ______ that all of them laughed with joy
A. so an interesting game

B. such an interesting game

C. so a game interesting

D. a game such interesting

Question 5. ______ your jacket if you don't want to get cold.
A. Set aside

B. Put on

C. Keep on

D. Take off

Question 6. He has not been offered the job because he cannot meet the _______ of the
company.
A. applicants

B. information

C. requirements

D. education

Question 7. I can't help you any more because I myself have so many problems to ______
A. keep up with

B. put up with

Question 8. Harry:" _______"

C. deal with

D. get on with

Kate: "Yes. I'd like to buy a computer."

A. Good morning. Can I help you?

B. Can you help me buy something?

C. Excuse me. Do you want to buy it?

D. Do you look for something?

Question 9. ____ Long ______ his brother was at the party last night. They were both busy.
A. Neither/ or

B. Either/ or

C. Both/ and

D. Neither/ nor

Question 10. Due to severe weather condition, we had to wait long hours ______ the airport
A. in

B. from

C. at

D. on

Question 11. Unlike football, a water polo game is ___ into quarters.
A. played

B. Divided

C. Separated

D. cut

Question 12. All the victims were made _ their mobile phones, so nobody could ask for help.
A. handing in

B. that hand in

C. to hand in

D. hand in

Question 13. I have asked my boss ______ me one day off to see the doctor.
A. to give

B. giving

C. that he give

D. if could he give

Question 14. Benald wanted to know ______
A. where I had been those days

B. where had I been those days

C. where I had been those day

D. where I have been those days

Question 15. She sent me a _______ letter thanking me for my invitation.
A. polite

B. politeness

C. politely

D. impoliteness

Question 16. Miss White sang very ______ at my birthday party last night.
A. Beautifully

B. Beautify

C. beauty

D. Beautiful

Question 17. ¼ of my income ______ to pay for my university debts.
A. has been used

B. has used

C. were used

D. are used

Question 18. She won't stop crying unless you ______ away.
A. had gone

B. go

C. don't go

D. went

Question 19. Tom:" Would you take this along to the office for me?"
A. Yes, with pleasure

B. Never mind

C. Not at all

Jerry:" _____ "

D. Yes, that's righ

Question 20. ______ that you were invited, would you come?
A. In case

B. Unless

C. Provided that

D. Since

Question 21. Without ___ all the resources necessary for life would be damaged, wasted or
destroyed.
A. destruction

B. Conversation

C. Extinction

D. Biodiversity

Question 22. ______ Rocky Mountains stretch more than 3000 miles from British Columbia,
Canada to New Mexico, America.
A. A

B. The

C. An

D. Ø

Question 23. Despite many recent _______ advances, there are parts where schools are not
equipped with computers.
A. technologist

B. technological

C. technologically

D. technology

Question 24. ______ Do you prepare all these things for? _ To be ready for earthquakes.
A. Why

B. Who

C. How

D. What

Question 25. The International Committee Red Cross has about 12,000 staff members
worldwide, about 800 of them working in its Geneva _______.
A. buildings

B. factories

C. headquarters

D. companies

Question 26. This machine can perform a variety of tasks. ______ , it is very economic.
A. Moreover

B. However

C. On the contrary

D. Beside

Question 27. The United Kingdom consists ______ 4 countries, England, Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland
A. to

B. of

C. in

D. with

Question 28. The lecturer's speech ______ for the majority of the listeners to get what he
meant
A. wasn't clear enough

B. wasn't enough clear

C. was too clearly

D. wasn't so clear

Question 29. Anne: "Thanks for the nice gift!" John: "______"
A. In fact, I myself don't like it.

B. I'm glad you like it.

C. But do you know how much it costs?

D. You're welcomed.

Question 30. Yesterday evening I ______ a terrible accident.
A. witnessed

B. have witnessed

C. had witnessed

D. witness

Choose the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined part in each
of the following questions.
Question 31. Their classmates are writing letters of acceptance.
A. confirmation

B. agree

C. refusal

D. admission

Question 32. She decided to remain celibate and devote her life to helping the homeless and
orphans.
A. divorced

B. single

C. separated

D. married

Question 33. She performed all her duties conscientiously. She didn't give enough care to
her work
A. insensitively

B. irresponsibly

C. liberally

D. responsibly

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others
Question 34. A. orphaned B. endangered
Question 35. A. rose

B. remote

Question 36. A. measure B. decision

C. established
C. postcard
C. comprehension

D. recognized
D. toddle
D. pleasure

Read the passage and choose the best option to complete each of the blanks
PROBLEMS OF WATCHING TELEVISION IN BRITAIN
British parents are always complaining that their children spend too much time gluing to the
telly and not enough (37)____ other activities like sports and reading. A survey recently
carried out on people's viewing habits (38)____ not disapprove it. It shows that young people
in Britain spend on (39)___ twenty three hours a week in front of the television, (40)_______
works out at over three hours every day.
What is surprising, however, is the fact that the average adult watches even more: an
incredible 28 hours a week. We seem to have become a nation of telly addicts. Just
about (41)_______ household in the country has a television and over half have two or more.
According (42)___ the survey, people nowadays don't just watch television sitting in their
living room, they watch it in the kitchen and in bed as well.
The Education Minister said a (43)___weeks ago that Britain's pupils should spend more time
reading. Unfortunately, parents are not setting a good example: adults do (44)__ reading than
young people. In fact, reading is (45)___ the bottom of their list of favorite pastimes. They
would (46)____ listen to the radio, go to the cinema or hire a video to watch on their television
at home.
Question 37. A. in

B. For

C. at

D. on

Question 38. A. is

B. has

C. do

D. does

Question 39. A. weekend

B. Sunday

C. average

D. time

Question 40. A. where

B. who

C. what

D. which

Question 41. A. every

B. none

C. neither

D. all

Question 42. A. to

B. on

C. for

D. with

Question 43. A. few

B. little

C. lot

D. number

Question 44. A. most

B. better

C. more

D. less.

Question 45. A. at

B. to

C. on

D. in

Question 46. A. rather

B. like

C. had better

D. prefer

Read the passage and choose the best option for each sentence
In the United States, presidential elections are held in years evenly divisible by four (1888,
1900, 1964, etc.). Since 1840, American presidents elected in years ending with zero have
died in office, with one exception. William H. Harrison, the man who served the shortest term,
died of pneumonia only several weeks after his inauguration.
Abraham Lincoln was one of four presidents who were assassinated. He was elected in 1860,
and his untimely death came just five years later. James A. Garfield, a former Union army
general from Ohio, was shot during his first year in office (1881) by a man to whom he
wouldn't give a job. While in his second term of office (1901), William McKinley, another
Ohioan, attended the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. During the reception,
he was assassinated while shaking hands with some of the guests. John F. Kennedy was
assassinated in 1963 in Dallas only three years after his election.
Three years after his election in 1920, Warren G, Harding died in office. Although it was
never proved, many believe he was poisoned. Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected four times
(1932, 1936, 1940 and 1944), the only man to serve so long a term. He had contracted polio
in 1921 and eventually died of the illness in 1945.
Ronald Reagan, who was elected in 1980 and reelected four years later, suffered an
assassination attempt but did not succumb to the assassin's bullets. He was the first to break
the long chain of unfortunate events. Will the candidate in the election of 2020 also be as
lucky?
Question 47. All of the following were election years EXCEPT _______
A. 1888

B. 1860

C. 1963

D. 1960

Question 48. Which president served the shortest term in office?
A. Abraham Lincoln

B. Warren G. Harding

C. William H. Harrison

D. William McKinley

Question 49. Which of the following is true?
A. Only presidents from Ohio have died in office.
B. All presidents elected in years ending in zero have died in office.
C. Franklin D. Roosevelt completed four terms as president.
D. Four American presidents have been assassinated.
Question 50. How many presidents elected in years ending in zero since 1840 have died in
office?
A. 5

B. 7

C. 4

D. 3

Question 51.The word "inauguration" in the first paragraph means most nearly the same as
A. campaign

B. election C. acceptance speech

D. swearing-in ceremony

Question 52. All of the following presidents were assassinated EXCEPT _______
A. Abraham Lincoln

B. Franklin D. Roosevelt

C. James A. Garfield

D. John F. Kennedy

Question 53. The word "assassinated" in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to ____
A. sickened

B. honored

C. decorated

D. murdered

Question 54. The word "whom" in the second paragraph refers to _______
A. Garfield B. a Union army general

C. McKinley D. Garfield's assassin

Question 55. In the third paragraph, "contracted" is closest in meaning to _______
A. notified

B. agree about

C. developed

D. communicated about

Question 56. How long did Warren G, Harding work as a president?
A. 4 years

B. 3 months

C. 2 years

D. 3 years

Choose the option which is CLOSEST in meaning with the underlined one.
Question 57. If petrol price go up any more, I shall have to use a bicycle.
A. ascend

B. develop

C. increase

D. raise

Question 58. There were so many members of the political party who had gone against the
leader that he resigned.
A. invited

B. opposed

C. insisted

D. apposed

Question 59. I didn't go to work this morning . I stayed at home because of the morning
rain. A. on account of
B. in addition to
C. in spite
of
D. thanks to

Choose the word or phrase that needs correction
Question 60. In this hospital they have the best staff and equipments in the whole province.
It's really high standard.
A. whole

B. in

C. high

D. equipments

Question 61. Daisy has such many things to do that she has no time to go out.
A. has

B. to do

C. to go

D. such

Question 62. Heathrow is a very busy airport. You can always see aeroplanes landing
and take off.
A. see

B. a

C. busy

D. take off

Question 63. It is believed that in the near future robots will be used to doing things such
as cooking.
A. such as
doing

B. in the near future

C. it is believed

D. be used to

Question 64. My father used to giving me some good advice whenever I had a problem.
A. problem
advice

B. giving

C. whenever

D. some good

WRITING
Part I. Rewrite the sentences with beginnings given so that they stay the same in meaning.
Question 65: Peter spent a lot of money on video games
--> A lot of money ____________________________________________________________

Question 66: The dish was so hot, so we couldn’t eat.
--> If _______________________________________________________________________

Question 67: Flora didn’t know about the news about her parents until she heard it on TV
--> It was not until
_____________________________________________________________

Question 68: Charles was looking forward to the meeting and so was I.
--> Both
_____________________________________________________________________

Question 69: Hugo said to me “I don’t have anything to tell you”
--> Hugo said that
_____________________________________________________________

Part II. Write a paragraph of about 120 words describing the place where you are
studying.

